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Shooters world member

Handling a firearm safely and accurately is a skill that can only be learned at a shooting range. Wait! Did you get an extension of the letter from us? Will your membership expire? If so, do not order online. Call us instead for your special price renewal. Affordable individual membership. Check out our family plan too. Train together and save money. As a
backup gave up! Save $119 Includes membership for 2 family members. Add more family members (living under one roof) for $99/year.* Forgiven deposit! Save $129 Patriot memberships are open to post credentials certified by peacekeepers, federal law enforcement, and active military service. As a backup gave up! Save $79 Includes membership for 6
employees within the same company. Additional employees can be added for $139/year each. As a backup gave up! Save $399 affordable individual membership paid monthly. Check out our family plan too. Train together and save money.$119 deposit Includes membership for 2 family members, paid monthly. Add additional family members (living under
one roof) for $8.99/month.* $129 as such patriot membership payments are open to post credentials certified by peacekeepers, federal law enforcement, and active duty military. Paid monthly.$79 down payment * Family memberships require all members to live in the same household and under the age of 21. A maximum of 6 family members may be signed
under the same account. Member discounts or coupons need not be combined with any other offer. Built with Mobirise website theme HKman wrote a review sep 20201 postThis was a great post.. but things were going downhill as mentioned in others there used to be free soda or water while you wait on the lane, but now if your not a member then you have
to pay 2.00 also if you want ammo for the price you advertised you again must be a member.. Gunsmiths in the past have been great if you needed your eyesight adjusted to pistols that would be more than happy to help out.. That is no longer also repairs are now the way to long.. once it took almost 8 weeks to get a repair that was after I was told 2 weeks..
and they never answer the phone .... Date of experience: June 2020Sean Jensen wrote a review of Sep 2020Tampa, Florida1 contributionPurchased and Ruger 556 for transfer on 09/09/2020. I go to the post 3 days later and ask if they need anything from me paperwork wise, they told me no. Then I'll leave and wait for them to call me. Today is 09/18/2020
and they called me. A gentleman from the receiving department will call me and say that my firearm is ready. That was a lie, I asked then if a background check was done and everything, says one second and then goes back and forth thinking on your own, then says yes, you can pick it up today. I'll get to the store for (pick up) at this point, then tell me to fill
out some paperwork, I think I could fill it in on 09/12/2020. After they begin a background check make me wait like I have nothing else to do. Then I tell them that I need to talk to my realtor within 30 minutes and ask how long it can take. They then tell me oh it can take about 2 days or something. After telling me how to just walk around the store for a while.
They give nothing but misleading answers, and training is sub-par at this point. Anyone who is willing to waste time with another person is not worthy of the individual's time. I hope it finds their business well and that they fix their processes. I am an entrepreneur and work hard for my money and treat others the way I want to be treated. This is frustrating to
the point, I decided to write a review here for anyone looking for answers. Shame on them for that and the shame they have brought on their society. This process should be much more informed and efficient. I am an American citizen and at this point I am not satisfied with these results. The fact that I still get my gun from them doesn't make me happy at all,
is a waste of time already given ,... Date of experience: September 2020Tad wrote a review July 20201 post3 useful voicesRange master (Jarred) bad attitude and is a problem makerFirst review I ever wrote ( experience was that bad ) had to write this building Nice and the setting was good, but the range master named Jarred (chubby male 30 moustache)
was a problem manufacturer. He was rude and unprofessional. I recommend going elsewhere to shoot. I've never had such a bad experience at the shooting range. Been told by others and read reviews about terrible customer service there, but I've ignored it until now. Management doesn't matter either. Maybe the owners will find out and fix bad customer
service and bad attitudes there. Now you know ... Date of experience: July 20202 Useful voicesHelpfulFlyer28 wrote a review June 20209 posts4 useful voicesI go to Shooters World Tampa since 2013. The overall service has changed from excellent to very poor. I was in the store the other day to buy a gun and had to wait about 15 minutes to be waited for.
There seemed to be only one representative waiting for customers to answer questions and help with purchases. The firearm I wanted was in stock. They told us to call every day to see when it might be available again. I've been trying to call for 3 days and can't get through – my call keeps cutting off. I tried to call a lot of time all day at different times, without
success. I go through the phone menu options; I put down with music playing in the background; then within 5 to 10 seconds I'm cut off. This is unacceptable. Shoot Straight will now become my go within reach and gun store.... Date of experience: June 20201 Useful votingHelpful nice and friendly place to work Very customer and employee driven
environment. Management tries to plan all employees equally. The salary is low enough for the responsibility you have. I was told my conversation that my salary and hours will increase after I finish my probationary period with the company so we'll see if that happens. Overall, a good solid place to work. Good people. Was this review helpful? Very good job
nice people very clean trade good salary overall a great place to work or even shop with a very friendly environment for respectful family and vets Was this review helpful? Great place to get into the gun industry and meet great people. Unfortunately, it was over. The turn over rate is high and is compared to the school (one crowd goes and one crowd comes).
Management is very bad because there is no communication with the floor staff and the staff are disparaged. Work hard and set your expectations only and nothing more if you are the favorite. With you move up to get your foot in the firearms industry. Meet great people, Learn a lot about industry/retail, Fun job management, lack of promotion, employee care,
disconnection between management and floor staff, favoritism, turn around rate, lack of pay and benefits and work and life life is tricky. Was this review helpful? Poorly managed, greedy, and do not care about employeesManages either hate work there and put a minimum, or are intense and have no knowledge of fire weapons. I've seen them give bad or
wrong advice to customers about laws and products. I've seen them try to sell firearms to criminals when its illegal for them to even be in the store. The company is very greedy, selling ammunition that has thrown up three firearms in their range at a significant price no less. They keep good ammo in the back until they get rid of the bad ammo. Each manager
gives you different roles that are at odds with what the last manager said then yell at you for what the last manager said, it shows how disorganized the company is. There is no consistency in this work. The salary is quite brutal and almost offensive for the work you do. When it comes to job security hire and fire people before you get to know their names.
The rate of conversion of employees is ridiculous. During the COVID-19 pandemic, instead of paying a danger or something for risking your health... They gave you one red solo cup and said that you can get free soda with it, but if you lose the cup you will lose your soda privilege. What works will be good people, a lot of veterans who are just bored and
killing time working there. Everyone is complaining about the work and the hatred is there. The first thing I was told when he was trained was how bad this company is. The boss is very hot head and egotistical, he will shout at you for swearing or making a comment about the customer, but then go and curse and make jokes about employees and customers
to other managers. They say that - more ... Was this review helpful? Leadership isn't always the best, but it's a great company for with a number of advantages. Sometimes for a price. And leadership plays favorites. Was this review helpful? I love shooters in the world, they're guns, guns, guns. Weapons. not bad depending on your work, everyone starts at
$10. Although the salary is slightly lower than the other ranges offered by PTO, Health and Dental, if you will. Was this review helpful? Don't beeas over time. They won't pay you what they're worth. You're going to be treated like a dirty laundry room. The lead is two facing before they all get out. They promise you a month to get you to work then fire you.
Was this review helpful? If you like protectionism go on it Depends on who you work with. Even if you are one of the best sellers for membership, if one of the managers favorites are working you wont get put where you can sell them. That means they wont get a bonus for selling them. He worked with a lot of knowledgeable people on the range, but not so
much in sales. Lots of empty areas on the shelves and goods that wont appeal to people in the area. Exceed sell what you don't have. Don't expect to be recognized by the owners if you are only a part time worker. The company has great potential, but doesn't see that happening with stockings and customers sales attitudes. Was this review helpful? Great
people bad newsDomate, which was not ready to be a great company. It is not possible to obtain products to fill in blank shelves. Management is all smiles on your face and talking badly behind your back. If you want cheap to buy a decent insurance package for employees you choose from the buffet plan they have and lose the whole check to pay for their
family insurance. Great if you're single and don't have ambitions for career advances with the company. Was this review helpful? A large family devastated by a tyrannical ownerWhat should be a quick fun retail experience is in fact a nightmare of daily unknowns and constantly changing directives. Here you will find a large family of equally minded people
with different backgrounds and histouches. From law enforcement and the military to house wives and college students all come together in what should be a safe and harmonious workplace. Sadly, this family is constantly changing due to harsh working conditions, unreasonable expectations and ever-changing goals and corporate policies set by the highest
levels of governance. The whims and fancies of the owner replace the structure and the existing business policy. The mission seems to be the wealth of the few, both against the success of the enterprise. As a result, everyday life at the trade level is unpredictable and stressful for all but those at the very top and those who manage to mate with that level. No
one is safe from it, store executives, supervisors and employees all feel the pain of everyday unpredictable change and control. This includes changes in policies and procedures sometimes without notice to employees until they violate them. Unknown is the only constant in the world of shooters. Working here can assure you two things; You meet and
connect with amazing people and you see those people change regularly. Tyrannical Leadership, Poor Top LeadershipWas This Review the individuals who work there are great, but the top management does not care about the safety of their employees or anything other than to drive customers through the door. Paying is terrible for what a range safety
officer with certification does on a daily basisWa this review be helpful? The work and demands of employees are not outrageous, OK jobMajor problem is the owner, very cheap and dubious methods. It removes and sells used weapons with 1 magazine when the commercial ins come with 3 or 4 magazines, but still charges the same price as if it came with
additional accessories. Pay is paltry compared to other stores with similar sizes and stocks. Trade ratings are an insult to anyone considering trading a firearm here usually about 35-50 percent of the value. It's not uncommon to see a gun bought at a store for double the price it was purchased for. The staff are generally quite nice, a lot of micromanaging
managers are constantly berating you to talk to customers if they're talking to everyone currently in the store. Some managers definitely pick and choose favorites. If they don't like it, you're not going anywhere. lunches are 30 min and unpaid, SERIOUSLY. with lots of people that rip off 1hr paid lunches might be possible. Prices are MSRP or higher and
transfer fees are highest in the entire Tampa Bay area of $50 seriously. Good collaborators, decent work environment is not stressful unpaid lunches, low wages and favoritismWas this assessment useful? I took this job to gain experience in the civilian atmosphere for the arms trade and shooting range. The facility is clean, quiet and always puts customers
first not only in safety, but also in shops and accommodation. Was this review helpful? Management is good, the owners on the other hand are not so great. The salary might be better, but they take care of their employees. I really love working for the company. Was this review helpful? If you like firearms. Great post! Pay is way low compared to other related
jobs. Good people, work with them. But tuff work for! I think the company would do much better if they took care of customers and employees better. Weapons!!!!!! And discounts on GUNS!!!! And still shoot with my guns!!!!!! I can't pay my rent with this paycheck! Was this review helpful? Productive and focused workspaceMust be very focused while doing
paperwork on the shooters world, because they were government forms and there is no room for error. Did it make me a better employee by getting me to really focus on my role all the time at work and not dozing off on job.face to face sales experience, commissions from sales, friendly co-workers Was this review helpful? Progressive firearms dealer, range,
and training centerShooters World is the premier firearms location in the U.S., which is set unlike other outstanding personnel. Here I learned firearms business from the ground up and what it Make a truly memorable, safe and understanding firearms experience. Own Own A firearm may be a sport, but choosing to carry one for self defense leads to
responsible use of that weapon. Shooters World takes it seriously and informs its customers about the safe use and wearing of styles. Retail environment built on salesWa this review be useful? Fun workplace, Great collaboratorsSou are not very pleasant and interesting work, lack management and there are no increases and very little opportunity to
progress in society. My favorite part of the job is my colleague. Everyone is friendly and the work is not very demanding. I learned a lot about firearms and security and the laws to go along with them and met some pretty interesting people. Great atmosphere, Pleasant working daysPay is not the best, Dangerous, Lack of managementWas this review helpful?
Management is full of overgrown children who can't stick to standards. A typical workday is great. Great chance to meet new and interesting people. Customers are really good people. The owners of the shooters world are very nice, and try to take care of customers as well as employees. Leadership on the other hand is terrible! There are no standards or
what ever standards exist can be bent for management benefit. Training sucks, or lack of training, and when there is a mistake due to lack of training its always employee's fault. Hygiene standards for employees are terrible. Collaborators who know all this and constantly make mistakes without advice or performance reviews. It supports people who are in
the IN crowd and not hard workers. The hardest part of the job is dealing with a supervisor. They much prefer to jump in the situation without having time to hear what's going on. The best part of the job is customers. They're amazing, really great people. Supervisors are really bad. GM is the worst. Was this review helpful? Useful?
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